
AN OP-ED FROM THE FUTURE

How Can You Appreciate 23rd-Century English? Look Back 200 Years
We should stop worrying that kids these days refuse to say “no worries” in response to “thank you.”
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By Gretchen McCulloch
Ms. McCulloch is the author of “Because Internet: Understanding the New Rules of Language.”

Editors’ note: This is part of the Op-Eds From the Future series, in which science fiction authors, futurists, philosophers
and scientists write Op-Eds that they imagine we might read 10, 50 or even 200 years from now. The challenges they
predict are imaginary — for now — but their arguments illuminate the urgent questions of today and prepare us for
tomorrow. The opinion piece below is a work of fiction.

When you think of communication back in the early 21st century, you probably think of it as the beginnings of the
modern phone. But you may not realize that it’s also the origin point for many words and linguistic constructions that
we’re still using now, 200 years later. I’ve been using the records at the Internet Archive to research the English of this
fascinating historical era, and my research has led me to believe that we should take a more relaxed and curious
attitude toward our own language changes in the 23rd century.

For example, did you know that there was a period between the 17th and the 20th centuries when English didn’t make a
distinction between formal and informal ways of addressing someone? Shakespeare distinguished between formal
“you” and informal “thou,” but our presentday distinction between formal “you” and informal “u” dates back only to the
beginning of the internet age. How could people of this unfortunate era have had a true understanding of the Bard
when they had no way to fully grasp the intimacy of the sonnets (“shall i compare u to a summer’s day / u are more
lovely and more temperate”)?

I was also surprised to learn in my archival research that “lol” was once an acronym! Today, we’re all used to it being a
simple indicator of double meaning, but it actually once stood for the phrase “laughing out loud.” I’ve even seen historic
phrases like “it’s lol funny,” which only make sense if we interpret them as “it’s laugh-out-loud funny.” The shift from
genuine to aspirational laughter seems to have been well underway by 2001, and the further shift to irony that we’re all
familiar with today happened more gradually in the decades after. Strange enough, there are even some records of
people spelling it “LOL” or pronouncing it “ell oh ell” before it settled on the obvious “loll” pronunciation.

Several of our common words were once acronyms from this era, such as “omg” (“oh my god”) and “wtf” (“what the”
followed by an expletive then as now unprintable in these pages — some things have not changed). (Another word that
started as an acronym was “ok,” but it’s even older, from the 19th century.) The acronymic history of these words has
been obscured by the fact that they quickly shifted into being written in alllowercase so as to avoid confusion with
allcaps for shouting, but there were once hundreds of words in this category, including the long-forgotten “rotflol”
(“rolling on the floor laughing out loud”) and “hhoj” (“haha only joking"), as well as the deliciously archaic “afk”
(“away from keyboard”).
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The early 21st century was also a golden era for linguistic innovation related to using indirect constructed dialogue to
convey actions and mental states. In speech, this era saw the rise of “be like” and in writing, the “me:” and *does
something* conventions. (And I’m like, how did people even communicate their internal monologues without these??
also me: *shakes head* yeah I have no idea.) We now take these linguistic resources for granted, but at the time they
represented a significant advancement in modeling complex emotions and other internal conditions on behalf of oneself
and other people. Imagine being limited to the previous generation of dialogue tags, which attempted to slice
everything into sharp distinctions between “said,” “felt” and “thought.”

Most intriguingly of all, I unearthed a psycholinguistic study from 2004 that examined how people conveyed sarcasm in
writing when discussing fashion fails, but concluded that while participants did attempt to communicate written irony,
the primary typographic resource at their disposal was the simple — and then still-ambiguous — dot dot dot. (“Oh wow,
that dress is … ravishing.”) Similarly, a 2013 book by Keith Houston surveyed five centuries of philosophical proposals
for indicating written irony, but in the end reported, “the irony mark (and, for that matter, the sarcasm mark) remains
an elusive beast.”

Little did they know that barely a few years later, writers who had grown up with a rich inventory of typographic
signals of importance or enthusiasm would develop the maturity to repurpose them into the detailed inventory of ironic
double meaning that the world had been craving since a 1575 printer first proposed a mirrored question mark (؟) to
distinguish rhetorical questions. A book from 2019 details the beginnings of such a list, including “scare quotes,”
Pseudo-Important Caps, the ~ironic ~tilde, ✨faux-enthusiastic sparkles✨, s p a c e s t r e t c h e d d e a d p a n, and
the. passive. aggressive. period.

So you’d imagine that early-21st-century people would have been really excited about this fascinating era that they
were living in, right?

In my research, I came across so many doommongering quotes about how texting was ruining the English language,
when we obviously now know it as a cultural renaissance in writing that ushered in the new genre of the textolary
novel and other kinds of microfiction, not to mention creating now-classic nonfiction formats like the thread. (I drafted
this op-ed as a thread myself, as any sensible writer would do, because how else would I stresstest each of my
sentences to make sure they were all pithy and vital?) Not to mention, of course, that the internet as a near-free means
of distribution opened up writing to a wider range of writers who no longer needed a publisher or distributor to share
their writing with the public.

As ridiculous as the fears of the past seem, when I read them, I found myself seeing with new light the fears of the
present. We’ve all heard the complaints about how the youths are communicating these days — many of us even have
complained about it ourselves. But what will the people of the 25th century think, looking back at our 23rd-century
rants about kids refusing to say “no worries” in response to “thank you?” Won’t they be totally accustomed to hearing
“it’s nothing” or its even more reviled short form “snothin” by then? Perhaps these phrases will even seem
oldfashioned, the way “no problem” seems stuffy and ironic to us, although people in the 21st century were still
sometimes complaining about its novelty.

Or take emoshes, those little generated drawings that adorn our messages and are reviled by technological
fearmongers the world over. Won’t our objections to them seem quaint eventually, as quaint as the archival diatribes I
read about emojis? I’m sure you’ve seen complaints that kids these days will never develop artistic ability because the
AI just completes their drawings for them! Or that custom-generated emoshes in response to your sketches makes
them too unsubtle and obvious compared to when you actually had to go find the correct emoji yourself! Maybe the
kids will stop using words altogether because sending pictures has gotten so easy! It’s hard to believe, but in their day,
21st-century emojis were just as controversial, and the same criticisms reemerged in successive generations when
emojis became animated and 3D.

It now seems obvious that emojis didn’t lead to any sort of decline in writing or language, even though people worried
about this at the time, and so too will practicing our informal drawing more often lead to more kids developing their
artistic abilities. After all, the invention of the camera didn’t kill other kinds of visual art, and A.I.-augmented drawing is
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just another tool at our disposal. It may even lead to a great expansion in drawing ability, as sketching becomes
something we do every day as a conversation, rather than the exclusive domain of the artist, just like writing did in the
early 21st century.

How arrogant of us to think that, amid all of the possible eras of the English language, it somehow peaked exactly one
generation ago, in the 22nd century. How foolish the critics of those bygone years look in their disdain for their own
century and reverence for the 20th or the 21st. How clear it is, from the perspective of history, that when we
mythologize the English of a previous age, all we’re doing is creating a moving target that we can never quite hit.

We can break this cycle. We don’t have to wait until the 23rd century passes into history before we start appreciating its
linguistic innovations. We don’t have to use language as a tool for demonstrating intellectual superiority when we could
be using it as a way of connecting with each other.

Gretchen McCulloch (@gretchenamcc) writes the Resident Linguist column at Wired, co-hosts Lingthusiasm, a podcast that s̓ enthusiastic about
linguistics, and is the author of “Because Internet: Understanding the New Rules of Language.”
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